Cognitive radio (CR) 
Introduction
particularly as new wireless applications and technologies are continuously being developed [1] . The present spectrum allocation strategy worked perfectly in the past since it provided an optimum solution by reducing interference between active wireless users. As a result, it became eminent to address the efficiency of using the scarce radio spectrum which was discussed intensely by several radio regulatory authorities around the world. The existing spectrum policy has full allocation but poor utilization. According to this policy, spectrum bands are assigned to some licensed users on a long term basis. In most cases, the assigned spectrum bands are reserved over vast geographical regions. Hence, unlicensed spectrum is becoming more scarce and insufficient to accommodate the increasing spectrum demand. Interestingly, studies have revealed that a large portion of the radio spectrum is underutilized at different periods of time under different geographic locations [2] . This resulted to spectrum white spaces or spectrum holes. Such unused radio spectrum is used by secondary users when the primary users are not utilizing the spectrum. This concept gave rise to dynamic spectrum access (DSA) [3] . A given CR radio can access the radio spectrum opportunistically on a demand basis whenever a given portion of the radio spectrum is free, hence increasing the spectrum utilization.
The key technology enabling unlicensed users to access the licensed spectrum in a dynamic and opportunistic pattern, without interfering with the existing users is the cognitive radio (CR) technology. In order for secondary users (unlicensed user) to intelligently and dynamically employ such unused spectrum without interference with the primary users (licensed users), the secondary radio must be able to learn in real-time the occupancy of the spectrum. Through learning, the radios are able to think and adapt intelligently [4] . To this end, the secondary users require an efficient and robust spectrum sensing to identify unused frequency bands and the ability to detect primary users as soon as they become noticeable in the frequency band [5] .
Over the last decades, the radio spectrum has become increasingly crowded, Due to shadowing and deep fading effects in wireless communications, or when the cognitive radio nodes are located further away from the primary user, the signal power received by the cognitive radio node from the primary user terminals can become very low such that the primary user is unable to be detected. The inability of the CR nodes to detect the PU in such a scenario is known as the hidden node problem in CR.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the motivation regarding this research and review of the current related literature are presented. Section 3 discusses the system model, the basic principle and criteria used in statistical decision theory are presented. Simulation and results are covered in Section 4, and finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
Motivation and Related Work
The increasing demand for additional bandwidth to support existing and new services has led to the current spectrum scarcity and spectrum underutilization. Three main paths shape the research study embarked by wireless communication practitioners over the last decades to arrive at an effective spectrum sensing mechanism, namely transmitter detection or noncooperative techniques, cooperative detection techniques and interference based detection techniques. The transmitter detection techniques comprise of energy detection, cyclostationary detection and matched filter detection [6] . These methods are classified further as coherent and non-coherent, meaning that they have either complete, partial or no a priori knowledge of the primary transmitter respectively [7] . Cooperative schemes consist of centralized, distributed and relay assisted or cluster based detection techniques. While transmitter and cooperative detection techniques "sniff" the spectrum to minimize primary transmitter interference; interference based detection aim at minimizing interference to the primary receiver. In noncooperative sensing [8] , each secondary user (SU) depends solely on its ability to detect the presence of a primary user (PU) transmission on a specific spectrum band. Energy detection [9] , [10, 11] was proposed in literature as a method of detecting the presence of a PU transmission without cooperation between the SUs. In energy detection, prior knowledge about the PU is not required to determine if the channel is occupied or not. It has the advantage of low computational complexity and easy to implement, [12, 13] . However, the detection performance suffers from two major drawbacks, 1) the sensing node inability to detect the noise variance. Thus, the SU may experience false-alarm particularly in noisy environments. 2) Silence synchronization: the sensing node inability to distinguish between a PU transmission and another SU transmission.
In a cognitive radio system, the authors in [14] established that cooperative sensing improves the reliability of detecting a PU and also capable of combating the hidden node problem in deep fading and shadowing channel. The article in [3] resolved that there is always a compromise between detection performance and shadowing, receiver uncertainty problem and multipath fading. Therefore to combat this problem, by exploiting spatial diversity, cooperative spectrum sensing will improve detection performance significantly.
Distributed cooperative spectrum sensing is a well-researched area in the literature of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1] , [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . We can adopt such detection strategy in the context of CR networks. The authors in [20] discuss wideband detection by focusing on multiple frequency bands using distributed methods. Noisy reporting channels between each CR node for distributed sensing strategy is addressed in [21] . Energy-efficient distributed sensing and access scheme are presented in [22] , while distributed spectrum sensing security issues are addressed in [23] . An implementation model and procedure using SDR for actualizing distributed sensing are presented in [24] .
The Nakagami-m distribution model [25] , gives the best fit to indoor mobile and mobile multipath propagation [26] [27] [28] [29] . While energy detection distributed spectrum sensing have been studied extensively in the last years, performance using the proposed mathematical approach is relatively less investigated. Thus, this paper proposes distributed sequential cooperative spectrum sensing over Nakagami-m fading for solving the hidden node problem in cognitive radio networks. 
System Model
This section presents the system model for energy detector-based distributed sequential cooperative sensing over Nakagami-m fading channel. The basic principle and criteria used in statistical decision theory are investigated. The derivation of energy detection performance over Nakagami-m fading channel is revisited.
With distributed sequential sensing model [30] [31] [32] [33] , the CR senses the spectrum and sends the information to the next CR in a sequential pattern. As shown in Figure 1 , the ( respectively, hence the likelihood ratio may be expressed as [30] :
The expression can be remodified by assuming conditional independence between n y and
Where the probability of detection is 
Based on the distribution models considered in the system, 1 2 and   are detection thresholds that can be determined.
Performance Metrics
Based on the binary hypothesis, the performance of energy detector is categorized by the following metrics.
1. Probability of detection () d P : probability of deciding that the signal is present when 1 H is true, given by [30] :
2. Probability of false alarm ( ) fa P : probability of deciding that the signal is present while in actual sense 0 H is true, given by:
In cognitive radio context, a false alarm indicates undetected spectrum holes. Thus a high fa P value signifies low spectrum usage by SUs.
1. Probability of missed detection ( ) md P : probability of deciding that the signal is absent when 1 H is true, given by:
Which is the same as detecting a spectrum hole when there is none. By consequence, a high md P value implies unexpected interference to PUs.
Detection Performance
Looking at the detection and false alarm probabilities, we can now evaluate the detection performance of the distributed sequential spectrum sensing. Suppose the th n CR node made a decision probabilities are expressed as:
Since the observations represent random variables, from statistical decision theory, Likelihood ratio test (LRT) is known to be optimal in this type of detection problem [34] . The LRT is implemented using Neyman-Pearson Criterion (maximizing probability of detection but at constraint of false alarm probability)
Neyman-Pearson Criterion
A complete statistical description or analysis of the received signal and noise is required by the Neyman-Pearson detector to predict the presence or absence of a primary signal [35] . The detector may not have a priori information of the received signal and even if available the signal may be varying with time (not stationary).
The Neyman-Pearson Criterion [35] 
And
Threshold Detection
The received signal is compared to a threshold value and the detector decides the presence of a primary signal when the signal exceeds the threshold, otherwise it declares the absence of a primary signal. () y  represent a ratio of two negative quantities, [35] .
With respect to the threshold  and taking the derivative of equation (14) and (15) , we obtain:
Also,
Again with respect to the threshold  , a derivative of the above equation is taken to obtain,
Combining (16), (17) and (18), yields:
Nakagami-m Fading Channel
In a Nakagami fading channel, the probability density function  is given by [30] :
Where
and m is the Nakagami parameter. Also, the closed-form expression for the probability of detection is given by [8] : A for integer values of m is expressed as:
Where the Laguerre polynomial of degree i is (.) Also, a closed-form expression for the probability of detection for Nakagami-m fading channel considering Gamma distributed shadowing model is expressed as [36] :
For the special case of 1 m  the Nakagami fading tends to Rayleigh fading. For >1 m , the signal fluctuations reduces compared to Rayleigh fading and Nakagami fading tends to Rician fading. The Nakagami-m distribution model is a general model which is used widely to describe several fading environments [37] .
Results and Analysis
In this section, simulation results are presented to evaluate the proposed model. The fading and shadowing effects are considered in the simulation. The cooperative nodes are assumed to be distributed sequentially according to the system model.
In order to plot the ROC curves, one parameter is varied while the other parameter is fixed. This allows the assessment of different scenario of interest. The simulation parameters employed are: number of CR users, number of collected samples (n), number of Monte Carlo events = 10,000, variable SNR and decision threshold. Since the Nakagami fading includes both Raleigh and Rician fading, the Nakagami channel model has been selected for synthesizing the channel (Nakagami fading = 1). The threshold is obtained according to equation (21) .
As shown in Figure 2 , there is an improved detection performance with increasing number of collected samples and increasing number of CR users (cooperative nodes).
The same parameters are also used to assess the effect of against threshold over Nakagami-m fading as shown in Figure 3 . As evident, for a higher maximum threshold, the smaller the value of . Similarly, the smaller the minimum threshold, increases. Thus, the threshold is treated as an optimization problem, for this study the threshold was set at 0.8 based on the Neman Pearson criterion. Finally, the same scenario is used to assess the probability distribution of the system as a function of SNR by showing the probability density function for a fixed threshold value versus variable threshold. Figure 4 and 5 shows the PDF of the test statistic or likelihood ratio obtained from the simulation model using energy detection. The histogram depicts hypothesis. 
Conclusion
This research paper has studied and proposed a detection technique capable of solving the hidden node problem. The study also reviewed extensively statistical decision theory in relation to spectrum sensing for cognitive radio networks. The derivation of energy detection performance for different types of fading channels have been revisited. We derived closed-form expressions for the probability of detection, the probability of false alarm, over Nakagami-m fading considering Gamma distributed shadowing model for the proposed system. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated by MATLAB simulations to assess the influence of cooperation among CR nodes and system parameters such as SNR, decision threshold and number of samples per CR node. The idea is to validate the numerical analysis with simulation results. Simulation results show an improved detection performance with increasing number of samples per CR node and increased number of CR users. A closer observation of the result shows that the probability of detection increases with increased SNR and an increased detection performance for a given reduced false alarm probability. The result also reveals that for a higher maximum threshold, the smaller the value of d fa P and P .
Similarly, the smaller the minimum threshold, the higher the value of d fa P and P . By implementing energy detector-based distributed sequential cooperative sensing, over Nakagami-m fading, the hidden node problem in identifying the primary user will be greatly reduced. More robust models and channel conditions can be investigated for future works.
